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ABSTRACT
Software systems are subject to frequent changes, for example

to fix bugs or meet new customer requirements. In variational

software systems, developers are confronted with the complexity of

evolution and configurability on a daily basis; essentially handling

changes to many distinct software variants simultaneously. To

reduce the complexity of configurability for developers, filtered

or projectional editing was introduced: By providing a partial or

complete configuration, developers can interact with a simpler view
of the variational system that shows only artifacts belonging to that

configuration. Yet, such views are available for individual revisions

only but not for edits performed across revisions. To reduce the

complexity of evolution in variational software for developers, we

extend the concept of views to edits. We formulate a correctness

criterion for views on edits and introduce two correct operators for

view generation, one operator suitable for formal reasoning, and a

runtime optimized operator. In an empirical study, we demonstrate

the feasibility of our operators by applying them to the change

histories of 44 open-source software systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Developing variational software confronts developers with com-

plexity in two dimensions [3, 80]. First, developers face variation in
time as the software varies with each revision over the course of its

development (e.g., to fix bugs). Second, variation in space denotes
that the software is configurable (e.g., via conditional compilation),

requiring developers to deal with multiple software variants si-

multaneously. Combined, both dimensions require developers to

reason on edits that affect potentially millions of software variants

at once [56, 78].

To manage both dimensions of variability, variation control sys-

tems [50] offer workflows [4] based on projectional editing
1
[31,

34, 77, 85], also known as filtered editing [16, 50, 68] or view-based

editing [5]. The central idea is that developers can edit a complex

variational system in terms of a view that shows only a subset of

the system relevant for the current task. To checkout a view for

editing, developers provide a complete [23, 68] or partial configura-

tion [77, 85] of the configuration options existing in the variational

system at a certain revision. Developers can modify the view and

commit it against a description of the edited features — usually a

partial configuration but a single feature in the simplest case [4, 50].

Consequent updates of the underlying complex software are per-

formed automatically and hidden from the user.

While projectional editing reduces the complexity of modifying

variational software, it does not allow for performing views on edits

in the revision history. For instance, code reviewers may want to

focus on the features they are responsible for. When backporting

new bugfixes to older but stable versions of the software, it is

necessary to adopt only the subset of changes that can be applied, as,

for example, in the development of the Linux kernel [72]. However,

when multiple features are edited in the same revision, developers

are confronted with all changes at once.

1
Considered in the mathematical sense where a projection builds a view, not in the

model-driven engineering sense where the abstract syntax is edited.
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To the best of our knowledge, reducing the complexity of edits to

variability in terms of projectional editing has not been addressed

yet. Semantic history slicing [44, 70, 71, 88] analyzes the history of

a program, for example, to find semantically related commits, or

to identify all commits that contributed to a bug or certain lines

of code. Commit untangling [15, 45, 58, 61, 73, 87] and similar

techniques identify which development concerns are addressed by a

set of changes with the goal of grouping the changes by the concern

they address. Untangling is performed based on a broad spectrum

of heuristic criteria such as dependencies between changes, text

similarity, location in a file, or overlap of changes between commits

but not for possible variability. Feature revisions [5, 49] allow for

selecting a feature in a specific revision but not for performing a

view on the edit which may have introduced or modified it.

In this paper, we contribute the theoretical foundations for views

on edits to variational software and demonstrate empirically that

such views can be computed fast in practice. We observe that views

on edits can be described in terms of views on single revisions.

Based on this observation, we formalize a correctness criterion

for views on edits. We propose two algorithms for view gener-

ation and prove their correctness: One algorithm that emerges

from the correctness criterion and is suitable for formal reasoning,

and a runtime-optimized algorithm. In an empirical study on 44

real-world and open source software product lines, we study the

feasibility of view generation practice. In summary, we contribute:

View Types that generalize state-of-the-art views on revisions to

other relevant types of views apart from partial configuration

(Section 4),

Theoretical Foundations in terms of a correctness criterion and

two functions for generating views on edits to variational

software (Section 5), and a

Feasibility Study that demonstrates that generating views on ed-

its to variational software can be generated automatically

and fast (Section 6).

2 PRELIMINARIES
Based on an exemplary user story, we motivate practical use cases

for views on edits to variational software. Afterwards, we explain

how we describe variability and edits to it as a basis for formalizing

views on edits in the following sections.

2.1 Motivating Example
Consider a team of C++ developers that implements variational

software through conditional compilation [6]. The software in-

cludes a method prepend for a linked list, shown in Listing 1. The

method prepend inserts a given element e as the new list head.

C preprocessor annotations, starting with #, conditionally in- or

exclude source code from compilation. Developers obtain a variant

of the software by specifying values for each preprocessor annota-

tion, being Ring and DoubleLink here. For instance, introducing
the statement #define DoubleLink 0 excludes Lines 9–14 from the

resulting C++ program whereas selecting the feature through the

statement #define DoubleLink 1 includes them. Hence, the feature

DoubleLink ensures elements being doubly-linked upon insertion,

and selecting feature Ring optionally turns a list into a ring such

that the last element is linked to the first one.

1 void prepend(T e) {
2 Itm* newHead = new Itm(e);
3 newHead->suc = head;
4 #if Ring
5 if (empty())
6 last = newHead;
7 #endif
8 last->suc = newHead;
9 #if DoubleLink
10 head->prev = head;
11 #if Ring
12 newHead->prev = last;
13 #endif
14 #endif
15 head = newHead;
16 }

Listing 1: Variability imple-
mented with the C prepro-
cessor in a C++ method.

1 void prepend(T e) {
2 Itm* newHead = new Itm(e);
3 newHead->suc = head;
4 #if Ring
5 if (empty())
6 last = newHead;
7 -#endif
8 last->suc = newHead;
9 +#endif
10 #if DoubleLink
11 + if (head) {
12 - head->prev = head;
13 + head->prev = newHead;
14 + }
15 #if Ring
16 newHead->prev = last;
17 #endif
18 #endif
19 head = newHead;
20 }

Listing 2: Three bug fixes to
the code in Listing 1.

1 void prepend(T e) {
2 Itm* newHead = new Itm(e);
3 newHead->suc = head;
4 #if Ring
5 if (empty())
6 last = newHead;
7 -#endif
8 last->suc = newHead;
9 +#endif
10 head = newHead;
11 }

Listing 3: Bob’s view

1 void prepend(T e) {
2 Itm* newHead = new Itm(e);
3 newHead->suc = head;
4 - last->suc = newHead;
5 #if DoubleLink
6 + if (head) {
7 - head->prev = head;
8 + head->prev = newHead;
9 + }
10 #endif
11 head = newHead;

Listing 4: Charlotte’s view

Imagine the developer Alice detects and fixes bugs in Listing 1

with the patch shown in Listing 2. First, the scope of the feature

Ring is wrong: The successor of the last element is set to the first

element, even in variants without feature Ring. Alice fixes this bug
by moving the #endif in Line 7 to Line 9 thereby extending the

scope of the annotation #if Ring to include last->suc = newHead.
Second, for empty lists, the method crashes in feature DoubleLink
as head->prev is undefined. Thus, Alice inserts a check whether

the head exists in Lines 11 and 14. Third, she fixes the wrong double

link by removing Line 12 and inserting Line 13. These changes affect

multiple features and derivable variants of the software.
Suppose a second developer Bob is responsible for the feature

Ring but is not experienced in DoubleLink. As Alice’s edits affected
multiple features, it may not be obvious to Bob how his feature Ring
changed. In a code review, Bob wants to focus on and see changes

only to Ring, particularly as commits may encompass more patches

than just a single one. Listing 3 presents the desired view on Alice’s

edit that only includes the feature Ring. Now, for example, Bob can

run tests of variants in- or excluding only that feature.

Assume a third developer Charlotte is in charge of deploying

older but stable revisions of the software to customers. Charlotte

considers Alice’s fixes crucial to those stable revisions. Yet, the

feature Ring does not exist in the stable revisions. Applying Alice’s

patch directly is impossible because the patch changes lines that
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do not exist. Alice’s patch could be applied to the stable revisions

by removing the changes to Ring. Listing 4 represents this patch,
which is a view on Alice’s patch excluding the code of feature

Ring. In this patch, Line 4 appears as deleted although Alice’s edit

did not change it. Alice moved the line to feature Ring, thereby
removing it from its prior annotation. Requiring recent changes in

stable revisions is known as patch backporting — a crucial task, for

instance, in developing the Linux kernel [72].

In summary, both, Bob and Charlotte, face issues that may be

solved by views on a patch to variational software. While we em-

ploy a fictive running example for brevity and focus, similar and

more complex cases arise in practice and have been studied in the

past [14, 29, 50, 77, 85]. Developers often edit multiple features

in a single commit [54, 82] and the C-preprocessor is used at a

large-scale to implement variability [29, 46]. In fact, the sometimes

excessive usage of preprocessor annotations is referred to as the

#ifdef-hell [22, 42, 51, 53]. Concluding, views on edits address the

need to assist the maintenance of large variational software.

2.2 Background on Software Variability
Introducing variability aims at reusing source code by identifying

common and different parts among software variants, typically

expressed in terms of features [6, 18, 64]. Usually, features denote
distinct functionality relevant to customers [9]. Different variability

mechanisms [6] map domain artifacts at different levels of granular-

ity, such as lines of source code (as shown in Listing 1), nodes in the

abstract syntax tree [33], entire files or modules (also referred to as

compositional variability) [6], or model elements in model-based

engineering [24], onto features or combinations thereof [10, 17, 26].

The mapping is usually referred to as the artifact’s presence condi-
tion as it embodies a condition under which the artifact is present

in a variant. In Listing 1, the presence condition of Line 5 is Ring
and the presence condition of Line 12 is DoubleLink ∧ Ring. Both
presence conditions may be more complex if the entire prepend
method would be surrounded with further annotations. A configu-

ration assigns truth values to each feature and serves to derive a

software variant by including all artifacts whose presence condition

is satisfied by the configuration, and excluding all other artifacts.

For example, selecting Ring and deselecting DoubleLink includes

the entire code except for Lines 10 and 12 of Listing 1. A software

system implementing variability in this way is referred to as a

software product line [6, 18]. In a software product line, a feature

model [8, 30] may additionally restrict the set of valid variants, for

example, to enforce dependencies or exclusion criteria between

features [8].

In this paper, we focus on static variability as realized with con-

ditional compilation. In a variant, no variability annotations remain

and thus implementation artifacts (e.g., source code) cannot inter-

act with variability information. Hence, variability annotations are

usually unaware of the syntax or semantics of the implementation

artifacts and vice versa. For instance, the C-preprocessor consid-

ers the underlying source code as plain text and is unaware of

the source code’s operational semantics. Conversely, when a final

C/C++ program is compiled or run, no C-preprocessor annotations

exist anymore because they were already resolved.

1 2 3 Ring

5 6

8 DoubleLink

10 Ring

12

15 16

r

Figure 1: Variation Tree of Listing 1.

1 2 3 Ring

5 6 8

DoubleLink

11 12 13 14 Ring 2

16

19 20

r

Figure 2: Variation Diff of Listing 2.

To express the variability in a file, we use variation trees [14]

– a generic tree in which nodes reflect variability annotations or

domain artifacts. As an example, Figure 1 represents Listing 1 as a

variation tree. A mapping node (blue border) represents a variabil-

ity annotation whereas an artifact node (black border) represents

domain artifacts (i.e., lines of code in this example). A synthetic

root node r groups annotated code at the file level. Labels of artifact
nodes state the respective line number. As for preprocessor annota-

tions, a mapping node maps all nodes in its subtree to a formula.

Thus, variation trees reflect the nesting structure established by an-

notations. Note that #endifs are not part of the tree as they declare

the end of an annotation’s scope only. While this example shows a

variation tree for a C preprocessor program, variation trees do not

require a specific macro language. Hence, variation are generic and

can represent different annotation languages [14].

Formally, a variation tree is a labeled, typed graph (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙)
with nodes 𝑉 , edges 𝐸 ⊂ 𝑉 × 𝑉 , root 𝑟 ∈ 𝑉 , typing 𝜏 : 𝑉 →
{artifact, mapping, else}, and label function 𝑙 [14]. The label 𝑙

maps each node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 , onto a domain artifact iff 𝜏 (𝑣) = artifact, a
propositional formula over the set of features iff 𝜏 (𝑣) = mapping, or
nothing iff 𝜏 (𝑣) = else. An else node may occur below a mapping
node only, and a node cannot have more than one else child node.

The root is defined to be neutral: 𝜏 (𝑟 ) = mapping and 𝑙 (𝑟 ) = true.
Let 𝑝 (𝑇, 𝑣) denote the parent node of a node 𝑟 ≠ 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 in the tree

𝑇 . Let T denote the set of all variation trees.

The presence condition PC(𝑇, 𝑣) of a node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 in a variation

tree 𝑇 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙) can be computed as follows [14]:
2

2
This formula is slightly adapted [14] in that it (1) inlines the auxiliary definition of

feature mappings and (2) takes the variation tree 𝑇 as additional argument. This is

required for obtaining the parent 𝑝 (𝑇, 𝑣) of a node 𝑣 because only 𝑇 contains the

necessary information about edges.
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PC(𝑇, 𝑣) B


PC(𝑇,𝑤), 𝜏 (𝑣) = artifact,

𝑙 (𝑣) ∧PC(𝑇,𝑤), 𝜏 (𝑣) = mapping, 𝑣 ≠ 𝑟,

¬𝑙 (𝑤)∧PC(𝑇, 𝑝 (𝑇,𝑤)), 𝜏 (𝑣) = else,

true, 𝑣 = 𝑟

where𝑤 B 𝑝 (𝑇, 𝑣)
The presence condition of an artifact node is given by the presence

condition of its enclosing annotation. A non-root mapping node

combines its own formula 𝑙 (𝑣) with any outer presence condition

PC(𝑇,𝑤). The presence condition of an else node is given by the

negation of its correspondingmapping node (which is located above

the else in the variation tree) as well as any outer annotations.

2.3 Background on Edits to Software Variability
To model views on edits to variability, we require a model that can

describe edits to variability. Moreover, it should be general enough

to capture any variability in the sense described above, and not

just a single concrete mechanism such as the C preprocessor. To

this end, we use variation diffs, a sound and complete model for

edits to variability [14]. Variation diffs are sound which means that

any variation diff describes an edit to a variational system, and

complete which means that any change to a variational system can

be expressed as a variation diff. Variation diffs express edits as a

difference between two variation trees [14].

Figure 2 shows the variation diff corresponding to Alice’s patch

of Listing 2. Node types and labels are depicted similarly as before

for variation trees but additionally, nodes and edges are colored:

Gray nodes and black edges are unchanged, green nodes and edges

are inserted, and orange, dotted nodes and edges are deleted.

Formally, a variation diff is a graph 𝐷 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙,Δ) with
nodes𝑉 , edges 𝐸, root 𝑟 , typing 𝜏 , and labeling 𝑙 as defined for vari-

ation trees [14]. Additionally, the coloring Δ : 𝑉 ∪ 𝐸 → P({b, a})
denotes the set of times (or revisions) at which a node or edge exists,

where P denotes the power set. The values b and a reference the

times before or after the edit, respectively.3

In Figure 2, green nodes and edges are inserted, thus, they exist

only after the edit (i.e., Δ(𝑥) = {a}). Orange nodes and edges

are deleted and exist only before the edit (i.e., Δ(𝑥) = {b}). Gray
nodes and black edges are unchanged and exist at all times (i.e.,

Δ(𝑥) = {b, a}).
The semantics of a variation diff 𝐷 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙,Δ) is given by

the corresponding variation trees 𝑇
b
before and 𝑇a after the edit,

where 𝑇
b
= project(𝐷, b) and 𝑇a = project(𝐷, a) with project [14]

being defined as:

project(𝐷, 𝑡) B ({ 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 | 𝑡 ∈ Δ(𝑣)},
{ 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 | 𝑡 ∈ Δ(𝑒)},
𝑟 , 𝜏, 𝑙).

(1)

As an example, Figure 1 is the projection of Figure 2 before the edit

(i.e., Figure 1 = project(Figure 2, b)).
3
We adapted the definition of the coloring Δ from its original definition [14]. Originally,

the coloring denoted the type of change (i.e., if a node or edge was inserted +, deleted
–, or unchanged •). Yet in fact, change types are mere names for times of existence

given by the correspondence + = {a}, deleted – = {b}, or unchanged • = {b, a}. Our
adapted definition leads to simpler algorithms and proofs.

3 VIEWS ON VARIATIONAL SYSTEMS
The goal of this paper is to define views on edits to variational soft-

ware. The key observation is that views on edits can be described

in terms of views on the state (i.e., a single revision) of a variational

software system, as we will elaborate in Section 5. In this section,

we cover views on variational systems first.

The idea of a view is to act as a filter on relevant parts of a system.

For instance, a piece of source code may be deemed relevant if it

implements a certain feature. Developers decide which parts of the

code they consider relevant. We model this decision on relevance
as a binary predicate

𝜌 : T ×𝑉 → {⊤,⊥} (2)

over the nodes 𝑉 in a given variation tree 𝑇 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙) ∈ T
where ⊤ and ⊥ denote the Boolean values true and false, respec-
tively. For a given node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 of the given tree 𝑇 , the relevance

𝜌 (𝑇, 𝑣) decides whether 𝑣 is kept in a view on 𝑇 . Besides nodes,

relevance predicates may have to inspect a node’s location or neigh-

borhood because of which also the tree𝑇 serves as input.We discuss

useful implementations of relevance predicates 𝜌 later in Section 4.

To obtain a view of the variation tree 𝑇 , we ought to keep only

those nodes that are deemed relevant by a relevance 𝜌 . Yet, remov-

ing an arbitrary subset of nodes may destroy the variation tree,

potentially leaving it in a disconnected state, which in turn would

not correspond to a meaningful variational system anymore. To

guarantee that all relevant nodes are part of the view and that the

view is a variation tree, all relevant nodes must be connected to

the rest of the tree. Hence, in a view we must include each relevant

node 𝑣 as well as all their ancestors. We therefore introduce the

function 𝑝+ that determines the transitive closure over the parents

𝑝 , including the original node 𝑣 :

𝑝+ (𝑇, 𝑣) B
{
{𝑣}, 𝑣 = 𝑟,

{𝑣} ∪ 𝑝+ (𝑇, 𝑝 (𝑇, 𝑣)), otherwise.

Then, the set of nodes kept in the view on a variation tree 𝑇 =

(𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙) consists of the ancestors 𝑝+ (𝑇, 𝑣) of each relevant node

𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 with 𝜌 (𝑇, 𝑣):

viewnodes(𝑇, 𝜌) B
⋃

𝑣∈𝑉 , 𝜌 (𝑇,𝑣)
𝑝+ (𝑇, 𝑣). (3)

The function viewnodes essentially collects all nodes in paths from

a relevant node to the root (including both the relevant node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉

with 𝜌 (𝑇, 𝑣) itself and the root in the ancestors set 𝑝+ (𝑇, 𝑣)).
Finally, we can define the view on a variation tree𝑇 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙)

as a variation tree that contains exactly those nodes viewnodes(𝑇, 𝜌)
that are relevant due to 𝜌 or required for the tree structure:

viewtree (𝑇, 𝜌) B (𝑉 ′, 𝐸 ′, 𝑟 , 𝜏, 𝑙)
where 𝑉 ′ B viewnodes(𝑇, 𝜌),

𝐸 ′ B 𝐸 ∩ (𝑉 ′ ×𝑉 ′).
(4)

An edge can only be part of a view if both its nodes remain in the

view. We thus restrict the set of edges 𝐸 accordingly.

In summary, we reformulated and generalized views for the state

(i.e., single revisions) of a variational system to variation trees and

arbitrary relevance predicates.
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1 2 3 Ring

5 6

8 15 16

r

Figure 3: = viewtree (Figure 1, configure(Ring,¬(DoubleLink
∧ Ring)))
4 INTERESTING VIEWS AND EXAMPLES
So far, we defined views on variational software at an abstract
level: A user may decide which elements are relevant through

the binary relevance 𝜌 . Yet, we have not discussed whether it is

realistic that users can indeed define such a relevance, and for which

purposes. In this section, we present three types of views in terms of

generators for relevance predicates: partial configurations, as used

in the literature, feature traces, and artifact search. We demonstrate

that each of these relevance operators represents typical activities

when developing variational software.

4.1 Partial Configuration
The standard type of view on a variational system, is a view onto a

variant or a certain subset of variants [23, 77, 85], for example all

variants without a certain feature. Views of this type are the result

of the ordinary configuration process of variational systems (i.e.,

the common semantics of variability). Given a partial configuration,

which selects or deselects some or all of the features of the varia-

tional system, all artifacts whose presence condition contradicts

that configuration are removed [85].

Given a partial configuration as a propositional formula 𝑐 and a

feature model as a propositional formula𝑚, the relevance is given

by 𝜌 = configure(𝑐,𝑚), where

configure(𝑐,𝑚) B _(𝑇, 𝑣) � SAT(𝑐 ∧𝑚 ∧ PC(𝑇, 𝑣)) . (5)

We use _-notation to emphasize that configure is meant to be used

as a higher-order function to serve as a generator for relevance

predicates.
4
In configure, SAT denotes a standard satisfiability check

on a propositional formula, using a satisfiability solver. The satisfi-

ability check tests whether at least one complete configuration (i.e.,

assignment of all features to true or false) exists that (1) matches

the partial configuration 𝑐 (i.e., every selection or deselection in 𝑐 is

also made in the complete configuration), (2) is valid in terms of the

feature model𝑚, and (3) includes the node 𝑣 with presence condi-

tion PC(𝑇, 𝑣). Intuitively, configure tests whether at least one valid
variant exists that contains node 𝑣 under the partial configuration

𝑐 . If a feature model is not available,𝑚 can be set to true, which
means that there are no constraints among features. The node 𝑣

is not restricted to artifacts; also annotations (i.e., mapping nodes)
may be removed from the view.

As an example, Figure 3 is a view on the variation tree shown in

Figure 1 asking for all variants that select at least feature Ring (i.e.,

the partial configuration 𝑐 is a propositional formula that is only the

literal Ring). Assume that doubly-linked rings are forbidden which

4
Partially applying functions like this is referred to as currying [76]. To compute a view

on a variation tree𝑇 , we write viewtree (𝑇, configure(𝑐,𝑚)) because configure(𝑐,𝑚)
returns a function which can then be plugged into viewtree .

r DoubleLink
10

Ring 12

Figure 4: = viewtree (Figure 1, trace(DoubleLink))
means that the feature model is a formula𝑚 = ¬(DoubleLink ∧
Ring) ensuring that features DoubleLink and Ring are alternative.

Thus, the relevance in this example is configure(Ring,¬(DoubleLink
∧ Ring)). Since feature Ring is selected, feature DoubleLink will
be deselected due to the feature model𝑚. The resulting view thus

contains all code except for feature DoubleLink.

4.2 Feature Traces
A key concern of variability mechanisms and software product lines

is the traceability of features [12]. It is crucial to find locations of

interest in a software system reliably and exhaustively for maintain-

ing and comprehending a software system [74, 83]. In fact, tracing

features or requirements to their implementation is essential to all

stakeholders of software development and one of the most common

activities of developers [11, 65, 74, 83, 86].

Using a dedicated relevance 𝜌 , we can pinpoint exactly those

locations in the software that are affected by a certain feature 𝑓 (as-

suming locations of features are explicit as in variational software):

trace(𝑓 ) B _(𝑇, 𝑣) � 𝑓 ∈ vars(PC(𝑇, 𝑣)). (6)

where vars(𝜙) denotes the set of all variables occurring in a for-

mula 𝜙 . A relevance trace(𝑓 ) for a feature 𝑓 is a syntactical search

that selects a node if and only if its presence condition is affected

by a certain feature 𝑓 (i.e., contains that feature as a variable). A

view viewtree (𝑇, trace(𝑓 )) on a variation tree 𝑇 thus shows exactly

the part of the tree that is influenced by either the selection or

deselection of feature 𝑓 .5

As an example, Figure 4 is a view on the variation tree shown

in Figure 1 (i.e., Figure 4 = viewtree (Figure 1, trace(DoubleLink))).
This view traces the feature DoubleLink, and thus only the paths

from the root to the implementation of DoubleLink remain.

Besides syntactical feature tracing as above, developers may

be interested in semantic tracing. With the relevance trace⊇ (𝑐),
developers can trace exactly those artifacts that require the selection

or deselection of certain features, given as a partial configuration 𝑐 :

trace⊇ (𝑐) B _(𝑇, 𝑣) � (PC(𝑇, 𝑣) |= 𝑐),
where |= denotes a tautology check (i.e., for all assignments under

which PC(𝑇, 𝑣) evaluates to true also 𝑐 has to evaluate to true). A
relevance trace⊇ (𝑐) includes exactly those nodes in the view that re-

quire the configuration 𝑐 to be satisfied for them to appear in a vari-

ant. For example, a node 𝑣 with presence condition PC(𝑇, 𝑣) = 𝐴∧𝐵
would be included in the views described by trace⊇ (𝐴), trace⊇ (𝐵),
and trace⊇ (𝐴 ∧ 𝐵) but not in trace⊇ (¬𝐴) or trace⊇ (𝑋 ) for an an-

other feature 𝑋 . The name trace⊇ denotes that the selections and

deselections in the configuration 𝑐 in fact have to be a subset of

the selections and deselections required by the presence condition.

When flipping the tautology to

trace⊆ (𝑐) B _(𝑇, 𝑣) � (𝑐 |= PC(𝑇, 𝑣)),
5
Except when 𝑓 is redundant in the formula but then it is still present in the annotation

and thus shown in the view.
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the resulting view contains exactly the nodes that are selected by

the partial configuration 𝑐 (i.e., 𝑐 is is complete for PC(𝑇, 𝑣)). Thus a
node contained in a view described by trace⊆ (𝑐) is fully configured.

The difference between partial configuration and semantic fea-

ture traces is that partial configuration yields views on variants or

subsets of variants while feature traces yield views on individual fea-

tures or feature interactions. Nodes, whose inclusion or exclusion is

undecided by a partial configuration, survive in a configuration pro-

cess but not in feature traces. For instance, a node 𝑣 with presence

condition 𝐴 ∧ 𝐵 is kept by configure(𝐶, true) because selecting an
unrelated feature 𝐶 does not decide the appearance of 𝑣 . Contrary,

trace⊇ (𝐶) and trace⊆ (𝐶) hide 𝑣 exactly because 𝑣 is unrelated.

4.3 Artifact Search
Another interesting view for developers is the search for certain

artifacts, similar to feature traces but for artifacts. For instance

in C-preprocessor-based product lines, annotations might span

the entire document or even multiple files. Using the following

relevance generator, developers may inspect only the annotations

to certain artifacts 𝑎 that might be buried in a large file or system:

search(𝑎) B _(𝑇, 𝑣) � (𝜏 (𝑣) = artifact ∧ 𝑎 = 𝑙 (𝑣)). (7)

A relevance search(𝑎) deems only those nodes relevant that match

the search artifact 𝑎. This kind of view embodies a search algo-

rithm that finds all locations of a certain source code artifact (up to

exact equality). For example, a view of the code in Listing 1 with

the relevance search(last = head;) yields a variation tree that

solely contains the root, the annotation Ring in Line 4, and below

that annotation, Line 6 which exactly contains the search string.

Weakening the required equality in the definition of search to look

for sub-expressions or similar artifacts may enhance the search

capabilities. Thus, the views with a generalized relevance are as

general as to also work as a search for implementation artifacts.

In summary, we demonstrated the flexibility of abstracting over

relevance predicates 𝜌 to serve typical developer activities when

developing variational software. Next, we proceed to the main goal

of this paper, views on edits.

5 VIEWS ON EDITS TO VARIABILITY
We now define requirements and operators for describing and gen-

erating views on edits to variational software. The key observation

is that views on edits can be described in terms of views on vari-

ational systems, described in Section 3. We start by formalizing a

correctness criterion that defines what it means to be a view on

an edit. We then show that our correctness criterion gives rise to

a simple and elegant but potentially inefficient way to generate

views on edits. Finally, we design a run-time optimized generation

of views and discuss possible implementations.

5.1 Correctness Criterion
Before we can construct views on edits to variability, we have to

identify the expected behavior of such a view. Recall a key purpose

of views on variational systems, formalized in Section 3 and in work

on projectional editing [85]: Editing a variational system can be

simplified by first creating a view on the system via a relevance

𝜌 , then editing said view, to finally apply the edit to the complex

𝑇
b

𝑇a

𝑇 ′
b

𝑇 ′
a

𝐷 𝐷 ′

viewtree (𝑇b, 𝜌)

viewtree (𝑇a, 𝜌)

𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤diff (𝐷, 𝜌)
project(𝐷, b)

project(𝐷, a)

project(𝐷 ′, b)

project(𝐷 ′, a)

diff diff

Figure 5: Commuting diagram for the correctness criterion
for views on edits to variability as defined in Definition 5.1.

underlying system by automated lifting. While developers perform

an edit on a view of the system, the actual (automatically computed)

edit is more complex. In this sense, the developer’s edit thus can

be seen as a view on the actual complex edit. Moreover, a view
on the edit with the same relevance 𝜌 should be the edit made by

the developer. Otherwise, the view would be inconsistent with the

developer’s edit, and may even be different each time a view is

created. Thus, a view on an edit must be equivalent to an edit to a
view of the system:

Definition 5.1 (Correctness). A view function viewdiff for edits to

variability is correct if and only if

viewdiff (diff(𝑇b,𝑇a), 𝜌)
≡ diff(viewtree (𝑇b, 𝜌), viewtree (𝑇a, 𝜌))

for any two variation trees𝑇
b
,𝑇a and relevance 𝜌 : T ×𝑉 → {⊤,⊥},

where ≡ denotes semantic equivalence (cf. Definition 5.3), and diff
is a differencing function according to the following definition.

Definition 5.2 (Difference). For any two variation trees 𝑇
b
,𝑇a, a

function diff : T ×T → D is a differencing function iff it is inverse

to projections for all times 𝑡 ∈ {b, a}:(
project(diff(𝑇

b
,𝑇a), b) = 𝑇

b

)
and

(
project(diff(𝑇

b
,𝑇a), a) = 𝑇a

)
.

The correctness criterion (Definition 5.1) ensures that a view on

that edit (left hand side) is the same as an edit to a view (right hand

side). Figure 5 visualizes the correctness criterion as a commuting di-

agram. The goal of the diagram is to reach the view𝐷 ′
(right center)

on the difference between two variation trees𝑇
b
and𝑇a (left corners)

with respect to a relevance 𝜌 . Starting from the two trees 𝑇
b
,𝑇a,

there are two ways to compute 𝐷 ′
: First, we can compute views

𝑇 ′
b
= viewtree (𝑇b, 𝜌) and𝑇 ′

a
= viewtree (𝑇a, 𝜌) (right corners) on each

tree separately and then create a variation diff 𝐷 ′ = diff(𝑇 ′
b
, 𝑇 ′

a
)

from these tree views. Second, we can use a dedicated viewing

function viewdiff that creates the view 𝐷 ′ = viewdiff (𝐷, 𝜌) from the

diff 𝐷 = diff(𝑇
b
,𝑇a) (center). The correctness criterion states that

the viewing function viewdiff is correct if and only if both paths

commute (i.e., always yield semantically equivalent result).

For the correctness criterion, it is important to not enforce strict
equality = because expressing edits is usually ambiguous [14] and

subject to research on advanced matching heuristics [21, 35, 60]. For

example, in Listing 2, Alice deleted an #endif in Line 7 and inserted

it in Line 9. Alternatively, the diff could also show the #endif as

being unchanged and Line 8 (last->suc = newHead;) as being
removed and reinserted within the scope of feature Ring. Even
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more drastically, considering the whole old version of the prepend
method as deleted and its new version as being inserted would

still describe an equivalent edit. Thus, syntactically different diffs

can represent equivalent edits in the sense that both edits produce

the same result for the same input. Hence, we require semantic
equivalence ≡ in our correctness criterion in Definition 5.1:

Definition 5.3 (Semantic Equivalence). Two variation diffs 𝐷1

and 𝐷2 are semantically equivalent, written 𝐷1 ≡ 𝐷2, iff their

projections are equal, ∀𝑡 ∈ {b, a} : project(𝐷1, 𝑡) = project(𝐷2, 𝑡).
Equality of projections is defined by equality of variation trees:

Definition 5.4 (Equality of Variation Trees). Two variation trees

𝑇𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 , 𝜏𝑖 , 𝑙𝑖 ), 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2} are equal,𝑇1 = 𝑇2, iff𝑉1 = 𝑉2,

𝐸1 = 𝐸2, 𝑟1 = 𝑟2, and types 𝜏𝑖 and labels 𝑙𝑖 are point-wise equal:

∀ 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉1 : (𝜏1 (𝑣) = 𝜏2 (𝑣)) ∧ (𝑙1 (𝑣) = 𝑙2 (𝑣)).
As expected, equality of two variation diffs implies their semantic

equivalence:

Definition 5.5 (Equality of Variation Diffs). Two variation diffs

𝐷𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖 , 𝜏𝑖 , 𝑙𝑖 , Δ𝑖 ), 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2} are equal, 𝐷1 = 𝐷2,

iff (𝑉1, 𝐸1, 𝑟1, 𝜏1, 𝑙1) = (𝑉2, 𝐸2, 𝑟2, 𝜏2, 𝑙2) according to Defini-

tion 5.4, and the colorings are point-wise equal: ∀ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉1 ∪ 𝐸1 :

Δ1 (𝑥) = Δ2 (𝑥).
Corollary 5.6. All variation diffs𝐷1, 𝐷2 that are equal𝐷1 = 𝐷2

are also semantically equivalent 𝐷1 ≡ 𝐷2.

5.2 Generating Views
Having identified the requirements to a view on edits to variability,

we now have to find a way to construct correct views of variation

diffs. In fact, the correctness criterion itself gives rise to a simple

but elegant definition:

viewnaive (𝐷, 𝜌) B diff(viewtree (project(𝐷, b), 𝜌),
viewtree (project(𝐷, a), 𝜌)).

(8)

This definition for a viewing function arises from rearranging the

terms in the correctness criterion. Consider again the commuting

diagram in Figure 5. Given a variation diff 𝐷 , we ought to compute

a view 𝐷 ′
on 𝐷 for a relevance 𝜌 in terms of a function viewdiff.

A simple way is to just walk the long way around the corners of

the diagram: First, obtain the states before 𝑇
b
= project(𝐷, b) and

after 𝑇a = project(𝐷, a) the edit by means of projection. Second,

create the views on these trees using viewtree. Third, compute the

difference of the result.

Theorem 5.7. viewnaive is correct (cf. Definition 5.1).

Proof. Let𝑇
b
,𝑇a be two variation trees and 𝜌 a relevance. Then

viewnaive (diff(𝑇b,𝑇a), 𝜌)
Eq. 8
= diff(viewtree (project(diff(𝑇b,𝑇a), b), 𝜌),

viewtree (project(diff(𝑇b,𝑇a), a), 𝜌))
Def. 5.2
= diff(viewtree (𝑇b, 𝜌),

viewtree (𝑇a, 𝜌)).
By Corollary 5.6 syntactic equality implies semantic equivalence.

Hence, all terms above are also semantically equivalent, and thus

viewnaive correct. □

1 2 3 8 DoubleLink

11 12 13 14

19 20

r

Figure 6: = viewnaive (Figure 2, configure(¬Ring, true))
Figure 6 shows a view on the edit in Figure 2 made by Alice

in our motivating example (Section 2.1). Figure 6 is the view of

Charlotte who required the changes by Alice as a patch without the

feature Ring. Listing 4 shows the corresponding concrete syntax

but line numbers in Figure 6 are according to the original edit.

5.3 Optimized View Generation
An implementation of viewnaive does not seem to be efficient, hence

its name. It requires two projections, two views, and, crucially,

recomputing a diff despite already having a diff 𝐷 as input. Given

that a view only removes but never adds, we can remember whether

nodes were unchanged, inserted, or deleted, instead of forgetting

and recomputing this knowledge as viewnaive does. We thus develop

an optimized view function that avoids recomputing a diff.

The key idea for this optimization is to reuse the functions we

introduced in Section 3 for views on variation trees, but to account

for times 𝑡 ∈ {b, a}. In particular, we now track when a node is

relevant instead of tracking just whether it is relevant.
To define a view on a variation diff, we have to define (1) which

nodes should be in the view, (2) which edges should be in the view,

and (3) the coloring Δ : 𝑉 ∪ 𝐸 → P({b, a}) of nodes and edges in

the view. We can compute the set of nodes and edges for a view in

a similar fashion as for variation trees in Section 3. Yet, we cannot

just keep the coloring as is because nodes or edges might not be

relevant at all times they exist. This happened in our motivating

example in Section 2.1 where Charlotte required a view on the edit

shown in Listing 2 without the feature Ring. In the resulting view in

Listing 4, a formerly unchanged line had to appear as deleted (Line

4 in Listing 4) because the line was moved from a relevant presence

condition true to another irrelevant annotation Ring, that is hidden
in the view defined by the relevance 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑒 (¬Ring, true). This
special treatment allowed Charlotte to apply the view as a patch to

an older version of the software without the feature Ring.
To define the set of nodes and the coloring in a view on an edit,

we first introduce a function which collects the times at which a

node 𝑣 from a variation diff 𝐷 is relevant in a view:

tor(𝐷, 𝑣, 𝜌) B {𝑡 ∈ Δ(𝑣) | 𝑣 ∈ viewnodes(project(𝐷, 𝑡), 𝜌)} (9)

where tor is an abbreviation for times of relevancy. The times of

relevancy tor(𝐷, 𝑣, 𝜌) of a node 𝑣 in a diff 𝐷 , are all times at which

the node exists (i.e., 𝑡 ∈ Δ(𝑣)) and at which it is contained in a view

on the projection at that time 𝑡 (i.e., 𝑣 ∈ viewnodes(project(𝐷, 𝑡), 𝜌)).
The viewnodes function, defined in Equation 3, determines all nodes

that should be part of a view for a variation tree. We can reuse that

function to check whether a node is relevant in a projection at a

certain time 𝑡 . To navigate the subtree and to evaluate the relevance
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𝜌 at a certain time 𝑡 , we use the projection project(𝐷, 𝑡). We dis-

cuss the potential impact of this projection on implementations in

Section 5.4.

Knowing at which times a node is relevant for a view on a

variation diff 𝐷 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙,Δ), we can conclude that all nodes

𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 that are relevant at least once must be in the view:

𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ′(𝐷, 𝜌) B {𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 | tor(𝐷, 𝑣, 𝜌) ≠ ∅},
where 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ′(𝐷, 𝜌) is the set of all nodes in the view on the

diff 𝐷 described by the relevance 𝜌 .

Finally, we can define our optimized operator for views on edits

to variability. A view described by a relevance 𝜌 on a variation diff

𝐷 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑟, 𝜏, 𝑙,Δ) is given by:

viewsmart (𝐷, 𝜌) B (𝑉 ′, 𝐸 ′, 𝑟 , 𝜏, 𝑙,Δ′)
where 𝑉 ′ B 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ′(𝐷, 𝜌),

𝐸 ′ B 𝐸 ∩ (𝑉 ′ ×𝑉 ′),
Δ′(𝑣) B tor(𝐷, 𝑣, 𝜌), if 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 ′,

Δ′(𝑒) B Δ′(𝑣) ∩ Δ′(𝑤), if 𝑒 = (𝑣,𝑤) ∈ 𝐸 ′.

(10)

This definition of views on edits is similar to the definition for

views on trees in Equation 4 but extended by the coloring Δ. The
set of nodes in the view is given by the function 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ′ defined
earlier. For edges, we restrict all edges to be between nodes within

the view, as we did for views on trees in Equation 4. Moreover, we

have to define at which times a node or edge 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉 ∪ 𝐸 is present

in the view in terms of a coloring Δ : 𝑉 ∪ 𝐸 → P({b, a}). For
nodes, we have already defined these times in terms of the times

of relevancy tor(𝐷, 𝑣, 𝜌) that denotes the set of all times at which a

node 𝑣 should be within the view. An edge can only exist at times at

which both its nodes exist. For instance, an edge 𝑒 = (𝑣,𝑤) where
𝑣 is relevant only before the edit (Δ′(𝑣) = tor(𝐷, 𝑣, 𝜌) = {b}) but
𝑤 is always relevant (Δ′(𝑣) = tor(𝐷,𝑤, 𝜌) = {b, a}), can only exist

before the edit since 𝑣 does not exist in the view after the edit (thus,

tor(𝐷, 𝑒, 𝜌) = {b}).

Theorem 5.8. viewsmart is correct (cf. Definition 5.1).

Proof Sketch. Let 𝑇
b
,𝑇a be two variation trees and 𝜌 a rele-

vance. Let 𝐷 = diff(𝑇
b
,𝑇a). Our goal is to prove

viewsmart (𝐷, 𝜌) ≡ diff(viewtree (𝑇b, 𝜌), viewtree (𝑇a, 𝜌))
which by definition of semantic equivalence ≡ (Definition 5.3)

means that for all times 𝑡 ∈ {b, a}, the following has to hold:

project(viewsmart (𝐷, 𝜌), 𝑡)
= project(diff(viewtree (𝑇b, 𝜌), viewtree (𝑇a, 𝜌)), 𝑡)

The proof works by case analysis on the time 𝑡 and showing that

both sides of the equation simplify to the same term. The full proof

is in our appendix [1]. □

5.4 Implementation
Compared to the naive view generation viewnaive, defined in Equa-

tion 8, our optimized generation viewsmart does not require dif-

ferencing and the separate computation of two views. Yet due to

Equation 9, we still require the computation of both projections

project(𝐷, 𝑡) to determine the relevance of a node at a certain time

𝑡 ∈ {b, a}. This does not mean though that an implementation of

viewsmart does indeed require to create both projections. In the end,

the projection is required to (1) restrict the set of nodes to only

those nodes that exist at time 𝑡 , (2) compute the set of ancestors

𝑝+ (project(𝐷, 𝑡), 𝑣) at that time, and (3) evaluate relevance predi-

cates 𝜌 in the projection. All three tasks can be implemented with a

single graph traversal over the variation diff 𝐷 . Restricting the set

of nodes (1) can be done by checking the times of existence Δ(𝑣)
of a node during the traversal. Similarly, the set of ancestors (2) in

fact requires only to decide which parents to pick. The concrete

relevance predicates (3) highlighted in Section 4 require the tree,

and thus the projection, only to decide which parent to visit when

computing presence conditions (for partial configurations or fea-

ture traces), or might not use the tree information at all (for artifact

search). Thus, an implementation of viewsmart can easily be opti-

mized to avoid full projections and instead use only the required

information of parentship. For our formalization, we decided to use

projections though to better express the intent of our definitions

and to simplify proofs. In our implementation for the upcoming fea-

sibility study, we implemented viewsmart with two graph traversals:

One traversal to compute times of relevance, and another traversal

to create a copy of the subgraph that is the view.

Having defined views for edits to variability formally, we now

turn to investigating their feasibility and potential in practice in

the next section. Moreover, we are interested in finding whether

the optimized definition of views for edits viewsmart is indeed faster

than the naive view generation viewnaive.

6 FEASIBILITY STUDY
This section investigates the feasibility of generating views on edits

to variational software in practice as a proof of concept.We examine

whether the provided theoretical foundations of view generation

can be implemented, automated, and executed within reasonable

time on real-world edits. Feasibility in practice is a necessary pre-

requisite to study benefits for developers in the future as motivated

in Section 2.1. Moreover, it is yet unknown whether our optimized

view generation (Equation 10) indeed yields speedups compared to

the naive one (Equation 8). Thus, we conduct an empirical feasibility

study for answering the following two research questions:

RQ1 Is it feasible to generate views on edits to real-world software

that implements variability via conditional compilation?

RQ2 How does the performance of the naive view generation

compare to the optimized generation?

6.1 Experiment Setup
For our study, we generate views for each edit in the version history

of a given software product line. We employ DiffDetective [14], a
framework for analyzing patches and commits in the Git history of

variational software implemented with the C preprocessor.

We divide each commit in the git history’s default branch into

one patch per edited file. Thus, for each commit, we obtain a set of

text-based diffs, whichwe refer to as patches, each editing a different

file. We discard all patches that (1) insert, delete, or move an entire

file because views on these patches would actually correspond to

views on source code and not on edits, or (2) do not edit a source

code file (i.e., .h, .hpp, .c, or .cpp). We parse each remaining patch

into a variation diff. Thereby, we collapse subsequent lines of code
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below the same annotation and with the same type of edit (i.e.,

inserted, deleted, or unchanged) to a single node.

For each variation diff, we randomly generate one relevance

predicate per type introduced in Section 4:

Partial Configuration: We generate a relevance predicate that

hides at least one subtree in its view. Therefore, we collect

the presence conditions of all edited artifact nodes in the

variation diff (i.e., for all artifacts that are not classified as

Untouched [14]), for all times the node exists at. Then, we

negate each presence condition such that using it as a rele-

vance has the effect of hiding a subtree, and thus the view

has a visible effect. We pick one formula randomly that is

satisfiable (to not generate empty views). We then generate a

relevance predicate using configure without a feature model

(Equation 5) because feature models are unavailable for the

largest parts of our dataset’s histories.

Feature Traces: We collect all variable names occurring in anno-

tation nodes, pick one at random, and create a relevance

predicate via trace (Equation 6).

Artifact Search: We collect the lines of code within the diff, pick

one at random, and plug it into search (Equation 7).

If a relevance predicate cannot be generated (e.g., because there is

no satisfiable negated presence condition), we exclude that type of

relevance predicate for the current variation diff. For each generated

relevance, we run the implementations for our view algorithms

viewnaive and viewsmart and measure their runtime.

For satisfiability solving, DiffDetective uses Sat4j [43], and addi-

tionally the Tseytin transformation [41, 81] for larger queries. We

extended DiffDetective to decide satisfiability of small formulas

(#literals<15) based on a transformation to disjunctive normal form.

The study runs on an Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS 64-bit system and an

Intel® Xeon® E5-260v3 CPU with 2.40Ghz. We process parts of the

history in parallel on the system’s 32 threads. To avoid impact of

other processes, the machine did not execute other tasks in parallel.

Our replication package is available online [2].

6.2 Datasets
We run our experiment on each repository in the dataset collected

by Liebig et al. [46] and extended by us [14]. The dataset consists of

44 open-source software repositories, covering about 30 different

domains. Each software implements variability with the C prepro-

cessor. Among others, the dataset includes widely studied subjects

such as the Linux Kernel [38, 40, 52, 62, 77], Busybox [28, 38, 47, 63],

and Marlin [55, 77]. For reproducibility, we use the dedicated forks

provided by the DiffDetective replication package that mirror each

repository in the state they were at February 2, 2022 [13].

6.3 Results and Discussion
Within about three hours, we generated almost 10 million views

for about 5 million processed patches from 1,710,725 commits, in

total. 8,391 patches could not be parsed due to syntactically invalid

preprocessor directives (e.g., an #endif without #if). 452 patches

could not be parsed due to ill-formed text-based diffs.

Table 1 presents the obtained results. It describes per view algo-

rithm (columns viewnaive and viewsmart), how many views of each

type (first column) could be generated within a certain time slot

Table 1: Amount of views that could be generated within a
given time slot, grouped by view type.

Type run time viewnaive viewsmart
is ≤ # % # %

Partial 1ms 1,121,853 70.75 1,434,649 90.48

Configuration 10ms 358,858 22.63 137,297 8.66

1 s 103,416 6.52 12,649 0.80

1min 1,456 0.09 1,001 0.06

10min 90 0.01 77 < 0.01

1 h 1 < 0.01 1 < 0.01

Artifact 1ms 3,812,454 77.39 4,685,940 95.13

Search 10ms 1,024,747 20.80 226,123 4.59

1 s 88,836 1.80 13,985 0.28

1min 11 < 0.01 0 0

Feature 1ms 2,910,342 86.60 3,290,418 97.91

Traces 10ms 423,344 12.60 67,631 2.01

1 s 26,906 0.80 2,628 0.08

1min 73 < 0.01 0 0

10min 12 < 0.01 0 0

(second column), both in absolute (#) and relative numbers (%). The

value for a time slot denotes that a view generation required at most

this amount of time but more than the previous time slot (or 0 s in

case of the first slot). For example, the time slot of 10ms contains

all view generations that required at most 10ms but more than 1ms

(the previous time slot).

We find that generating views required less than a millisecond

for 70.75%, 77.39%, and 86.6% of the views per type with the naive

algorithm, and more than 90% of the views with the optimized al-

gorithm. The median run time is 1ms for viewnaive and a value less

than 1ms for viewsmart. The reported value is 0ms because the time

measurement’s resolution is limited to full milliseconds. The three

views that took the longest for both algorithms were partial con-

figurations for src/HAL/HAL_DUE/usb/uotghs_device_due.c in
commits 02bbc511, 99ecdf59, and c0e917ea from the Marlin reposi-

tory, which required about 9 – 10.6 minutes (the slowest one being

Row 6 in Table 1). This file contains about 67 annotations, including

two large formulas in disjunctive normal form that we suspect to

cause blowups in satisfiability solving upon partial configuration.

We suspect such outliers for larger changes to be reasonable. In

fact, about 99.9 % of views required a second or less.

RQ1 Generating views on edits to software product lines

based on conditional compilation is feasible in practice.

To determine the performance improvement of viewsmart over

viewnaive, we test whether there is a statistically significant differ-

ence in run times. The difference between the values of viewsmart
and viewnaive is non-normally distributed. Thus, we use the Wil-

coxon Signed-Rank Test with a level of significance of 𝛼 = 0.005.

In particular, for all but the first time slot of each group in Table 1

(i.e., 10ms, 1 s, etc.), we perform the test on each run time of the

optimized algorithm in that slot compared to the time the naive

algorithm required. We find that both distributions are significantly

different (i.e., for all time slots p-value < 10
−12 < 𝛼) and that the

mean value of the optimized algorithm is always lower than the

mean value of the naive algorithm (i.e., differences range from

https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin/commit/02bbc511#diff-fac3f74ee852e729b95201ffd9e2084b663b47d6d654ebca3f55d4a3d0655f2c
https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin/commit/99ecdf59#diff-fac3f74ee852e729b95201ffd9e2084b663b47d6d654ebca3f55d4a3d0655f2c
https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin/commit/c0e917ea#diff-fac3f74ee852e729b95201ffd9e2084b663b47d6d654ebca3f55d4a3d0655f2c
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0.6ms up to 985.6ms). For more complex instances (i.e., views that

required a second or longer), the naive generation was slower by a

factor of about 159, 1,612, and 37 on average for the view types par-

tial configuration, and feature traces, artifact search, respectively.

We hypothesize that the performance improvement mainly results

from avoiding the extra differencing step.

RQ2 On average, the optimized generation is faster to com-

pute for views for which the naive algorithm requires one

second or more.

6.4 Threats to Validity
By using DiffDetective and a similar experiment setup, our study

inherits the same threats to validity as present in our earlier edit

classification, which we discussed in detail [14].

The implementation of the naive algorithm (Section 5.2) depends

on the chosen diff operator which in turn influences our results.

We chose a line-based text diffing based on Myers algorithm, that

is also used for parsing in DiffDetective because it is comparably

fast in our experience. A detailed comparison of diffing algorithms

can be found elsewhere [20, 25, 60] and is out of scope here.

We did not consider feature models in our study which likely

yields faster runtimes. The majority of projects in our dataset do not

contain explicit feature models, and recovering a feature model is a

project-specific and complex task which constitutes its own area

of research [32, 66]. We chose our dataset for more realistic and

large-scale data, and consider investigating the impact of feature

models on view generation as potential future work.

7 RELATEDWORK
Related work to views on edits to variational software falls into

two categories. Variation control systems reduce the complexity of

editing variational systems via views on the system. Commit untan-

gling and slicing reduce commits to identify single characteristics.

7.1 Views to Variability
Variation control systems [3, 48, 50], such as ECCO [23, 49] and Su-

perMod [67], employ concepts of version control systems to reduce

the complexity of editing variational software. In both and similar

systems [5, 77], developers edit a view on the software, obtained

by checking out a (partially) configured variant, and committing

the changes against a partial configuration. The superimposition

of all variants is hidden from the user and is updated upon commit.

While variation control systems allow for navigating the version

history and to edit single views, they do not allow to perform views

on the changes themselves. Similarly, Kästner et al. support views

in the software product line editor CIDE [31, 34] both via partial

configuration and feature traces but describe views only informally

and do not consider views on edits. Feature revisions [59, 69] identify
changes made to a specific feature, but in contrast to our formaliza-

tion, are restricted to a single feature per view.

Walkingshaw and Ostermann formalized the workflow of vari-

ation control systems [85] based on the choice calculus, a formal

and minimal language for variability annotations [19, 84]. Thereby,

views on variability are formalized as a partial configuration upon

checkout (get). In this work, we generalized producing views on

variability to other types of views, including feature traces and

artifact search. The restriction to partial configurations is necessary

though to enable applying an edit to a view (i.e., a view on an edit, cf.

Section 5.1) to the underlying complex system (put) [85]. Extending
the whole workflow of variation control systems to the other types

of views also requires a specialized commit (put) operator for each
view type, which would be interesting future work.

7.2 Commit Untangling
Commit untangling, or commit slicing, splits commits that address

multiple concerns (e.g., a refactoring and a bug fix) into sets of

changes addressing a single concern each [15, 45, 58, 61, 73, 87].

Techniques for commit untangling can roughly be divided into two

categories [45], with a third category being currently established.

First, techniques that leverage ideas from mining software repos-

itories usually consider repository properties such as overlaps in

the change sets of commits [36, 37], package and file distances of

changes [27], artifact co-changes in the history [27], or code de-

pendencies [27, 39, 79]. Second, techniques based on static code

analyses detect source code relationships at varying levels of detail,

such as define-use chains [7], data flow and control flow [57, 61],

relational links between patches [73], or refactorings [75]. Third,

recent techniques [15, 45] combine static code analysis with ma-

chine learning to extract meaningful change representations and

to automatically separate change sets.

Both our views on edits and commit untangling aim to identify

changes to distinct concerns that were made in an edit to multiple

concerns at once. In commit untangling, these concerns align with

the source code. Our views on edits cover variational concerns such

as configuration or feature tracing (cf. Section 4). While commit

untangling operates on project metadata and the used programming

languages, our views operate on a meta-language that annotates

these programming languages. Thus, commit untangling and our

views serve orthogonal concerns and could be applied in parallel.

8 CONCLUSION
We developed the theoretical foundations for views on edits to

variational software, and observed that creating views on edits

can be reduced to creating usual views on single revisions of the

variational software. Based on this observation, we formulated

a correctness criterion that should be satisfied by any view. We

proposed two algorithms for view construction and proved their

correctness. First, a naive and simple algorithm directly emerged

from the correctness criterion and is suitable for use in proofs and

formal reasoning. Second, a runtime-optimized algorithm avoids

redundant computations. We empirically confirmed the feasibility

of generating views on edits to variational software by applying our

algorithms to the version histories of 44 open source and real-world

software product lines.

As we confirmed that generating views on edits to variational

software is feasible even in large projects, future work may evaluate

the practicality of views on edits for developers in subsequent exper-

iments, such as patch backporting, or dedicated user studies. Upon

view generation, also annotations may be simplified according to

the relevance predicate.
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